
Representing and Reasoning with Preferences in
Requirements Engineering: A Goal-Oriented Approach

  Requirements, Goals and Variability

Goal-modeling is an effective way to analyze requirements for
software-intensive systems. Goal-oriented requirements
engineering techniques specify requirements as stakeholder goals
to be recursively refined in order to derive alternative sets of
actions/tasks ([1,8]).

The recursive refinement of goals leads to goal decomposition
models, like the one seen on the right. Goal decomposition models
express many alternative ways by which root goals can be fulfilled.
This is thanks to OR-decompositions and alternative task orderings.

In practice

We tried the approach on a number of domains in addition to the
Nursing one, such as the ATM domain, the Meeting Scheduling
problem and a simple On-line Store problem. We found preferences
to be useful for exploring how desires of different stakeholders
impact the selection of the best alternative.

At A Glance
A method for exploring problem variability in Requirements Engineering

based on preference specification
I. Goal decomposition models represent alternative solutions to requirements problems

II. Rankings over LTL-formulae express stakeholder priorities over properties of desired solutions
III. A preference-based planner is used to find alternative solutions that best match stakeholder priorities

       The Preference Specification Language

The building block of preferences are the Optional Condition
Formulae (OCFs). OCFs are written in Linear Temporal Logic (LTL).
Through OCFs we describe both temporal  constraints and
constraints over the satisfaction of soft-goals.

Preferences are expressed as formulae that aggregate OCFs. Given
a plan and depending on which of the constituent OCFs  are
satisfied by the plan, the preference is assigned a satisfaction score
in the interval [0..1]. The lowest the score the better the plan
satisfies the preference. There are two types of aggregations the
ranking and the linear combination.

Preference Formulae (PFs) are rankings of OCFs, such as:
(¬isSat (talkedWithPatient))[0.0]

                       >> isSat (talkedFromNursingStn)[0.5]

Weighted Preference Formulae (WPFs) are linear combinations of
PFs:
                    { (valD(happyPatient) < 0.1)[0.0]} × 0.8
          + {final(valS(incrNurseProd)) > 0.1)[0.0]} × 0.2

Reasoning About Goals and
Preferences

To find goal  plans that best satisfy the specified
preferences an AI preference-based planner, called PPlan
([2]), is (tweaked and) used. The planner takes as input
the goal model, the preference formulae and a set of
initial conditions. It returns a set of plans that best satisfy
the given preferences.

Exploring and Using the Result

In the resulting ranking analysts can see groups of alternatives that
satisfy the preference with a good score. By tweaking the weights of
the preference constituents they can explore the impact of individual
stakeholder desires to the total score.
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Consider, for example a hospital unit where elderly patients
are hospitalized for a period of time. Our objective is to
support the work of the nurses of the unit through the
introduction of a software-intensive system. In goal-oriented
requirements, we start by identifying the high-level goals of
the involved stakeholders. Thus, one of the nurse's goals is to
Attend to a Patient. To do so, the nurse needs to fulfill
several sub-goals. She first needs to Be Notified somehow
that the patient needs her help. Subsequently the Nurse needs
to somehow Respond to the  Cal l and then Turn the
Notification Off. To reach a state in which the Nurse has
Attended the Call may, in turn, involve achievement of other
sub-goals such as talking with the patient (remotely) or visiting
the patient at his bed, or both . Sometimes there are
alternative ways for fulfilling goals. For example the nurse
can be notified through the speakers of the unit, or she may
carry a mobile device with a headphone and receive the
notification there. Each of these alternatives has a different
quality, the former being disturbing especially late at night,
and the latter being uncomfortable for the nurses.
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Drawing Goal Models

Goal models consist of goals, that is states of affairs that stakeholders
want to hold true. Goals are hard-goals or soft-goals. Hard-goals (the
ovals) form and AND/OR decomposition tree representing alternative
ways to fulfill the root goals. Soft-goals (the clouds) are quality
factors that are influenced by the fulfillment of goals. We use soft-
goals to assess the impact of different goal alternatives.

To the standard goal modeling notation we add a temporal
constraints and constructs to describe the environment. This way,
given initial conditions, the goal model implies a great number of
plans that satisfy the goal model. For example, in the model on the
left, the sequence:

(or, for simplicity, [t
1
, t

3
, t

7
, t

9
]), is a plan for the root goal, as it

satisfies both the AND/OR structure and the precedence constraints.
On the other hand the sequences [t1, t3, t9] and [t3, t1, t7, t9] are not
plans — the former does not satisfy the root goal, the latter violates a
temporal constraint that the nurse must be notified before she
responds to the call.
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Q: But how to find good plans?
A: Use preferences!

The goal model implies a large space of alternative that
can be difficult to explore manually. We use preferences
to describe what stakeholders want the resulting plans to
possibly satisfy. Given a preference, each plan of the goal
model satisfies the preference with a different score.
Hence, preferences can be used as criteria for selecting
plans that our stakeholders are likely to like more.

A goal model implies several different plans for fulfilling the
root goal. But not all plans are equal! For example, we may
need a solution in which the request is turned off (task t9)
before the nurse has talked through the mobile device (task t

3
).

This makes [t1, t3, t7, t9] a bad but [t1, t9, t3, t7] a better plan.
On the other hand, [t1, t3, t7, t9] above is good for Increase
Nurse Productivity but not so good for soft-goal Avoid Nurse
Disturbance. Plan [t1, t4, t5, t7, t9] would be good if we cared
more about soft-goal Patient Feels Cared For. But which of all
these soft-goals and temporal properties are most important for
our stakeholders? How do we model this relative importance?
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For example:
¬isPerformed(turnRequestOff) U isSat (nurseRespondedCall)

… states that the stakeholder desires that the request is not turned off
(task t

9
) before the nurse has responded to the call. The formula:

(valD(happyPatient) < 0.1)
… on the other hand involves constraints over the satisfaction of soft-
goals: our stakeholder would like at all times soft-goal Happy Patient
not to be hurt.

Given a plan an OCF is either satisfied or not satisfied. For example
preference □(valD(happyPatient) < 0.1) is satisfied by plan [t

1
, t

3
, t

7
,

t9] but not by plan [t1, t3, t6, t9], because in the latter, task t6 hurts
the soft-goal Patient Feels Cared For and subsequently Happy Patient.

A PF is assigned the weight in the brackets in front of the first OCF that is
satisfied. In the above, if the first OCF is satisfied the score is 0.0, otherwise
if the second OCF is satisfied the score is 0.5, otherwise (no OCF is satisfied)
the PF is assigned the worse possible score: 1.0.
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The value of all participating OCFs (through one element PFs) is taken into
account to calculate the score of a WPF. In the above, if only the first OCF is
satisfied the score of the WPF is 0.2, otherwise if the second OCF is only
satisfied the score is 0.8. If both are satisfied the score for the WPF is 0.0 (i.e.
the best possible).

In the example on the left a WPF consisting of three PFs. The first two,
coming from the management of the assessment unit, demand that at
no t ime should the soft-goal Happy Patients  be hurt, and that,
eventually, the Nurses Productivity needs to be increased. The last PF
belongs to the nurses: they don’t like the idea of talking to the
patients remotely but if they had to they prefer to do it from a
microphone installed in a specially designed area (nursing station).
Having to talk through a mobile device is what they really don’t like.
The PFs are aggregated into one WPF giving much more weight to the
management than to the nurses.

The planner is given this preference, initial contextual conditions and
a goal model and returns a set of plans of the goal model that best
satisfy the preference. In the result, plans that include the nurse
talking through a mobile device (task t3) and eventually visiting the
patient too (task t

7
) end up having better score (0.1) due to the

significant importance of patient satisfaction in the preference
formula. None of the alternatives in the top half of the list seems to
completely satisfy the nurses’ desire not to establish any voice
connection with the patient. However, if the nurses had been given
more weight in the WPF, the top plans would at least involve partial
satisfaction of the preferences of nurses, namely absence of carrying
and talking through a mobile device, which we know they despise.
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PlanRank Score

Ranking of Best Plans

In terms of performance, though planning with preferences is a hard
problem, our extended version of PPlan performs well on practical goal
models for simple satisfiable preferences even on relatively large goal
models. We are exploring the use of recent advances in preference
based planning, to allow practical reasoning for larger goal models with
more complicated preferences.
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Soft-goals are goals for which there is no clear-cut criterion to
use in order to decide whether they are satisfied or not. Thus,
soft-goals can be partially satisfied and partially denied. We
measure satisfaction or denial using functions valS and valD,
respectively with real domain [0..1].
Contribution Links to Soft-goals show how achievement of the
origin of the link influences the satisfaction or denial value of
the soft-goal.
Hard-goals are goals for which there is a criterion to be used for
deciding whether they are satisfied or not.
Tasks are low level actions that, as opposed to goals, are
unambiguously self-explanatory as to how they can be performed
(thus they don’t need further decomposition).
AND-decompositions of hard-goals imply that all sub-goals must
be fulfilled for the parent goal to be fulfilled.
OR-decompositions of hard-goals imply that fulfillment of one
sub-goal suffices for the fulfillment of the parent goal.
Precedence Links: the origin must be satisfied before the
target.
Condition Formulae: containing domain-predicates  and
satisfaction predicates, showing, respectively, what is true and
what goals have been achieved at a given point in time.


